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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November

7, 1979

TO:

THE PRE SIDENT

FROM:

GRETCHE N POSTON

SUBJECT:

THE VISIT OF THE PRIME MINISTER OF IRELAND AND
MRS.

LYNCH ON THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

8, 1979

Attached are the scenarios for the visit indicated above.

cc:

Rick Hutcheson

Jane Fenderson

Phil Wise

Paul Costello

Dale Leibach

Ambassador Valdez
Ken Hays

Rex Scouten
Military Aides

Chuck Brewster

Bob Mitchell
Nancy Willing
Billie Shaddix
Lt.

Brooks

Sgt.

Oleksia

Sgt.

Davis

Kit Dobelle
Mary Hoyt
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ON THE OCCASION OF
THE VISIT OF
THE PRIME MINISTER OF IRELAND
AND MRS. LYNCH

ARRIVAL

i.

10:00 AM
10:20 AM

Welcoming and Official Parties arrive White House,

South Lawn.

Official Party preceding the �me Minister arrives White House,
and takes positions on South Lawn.

10:27 AM
10:29 liM

THE PRESIDENT arrive Diplomatic Reception Room.
THE PRESIDENT is announced,

and enters grounds to edge of

red carpet.
(Music 10:30 AM

"Man of the Hour")

The motorcade carryiling the Prime Minister and Mrs. Lynch arrives fanfare.

Official introductions.

THE PRINCIPALS

(3)

proceed onto platform and into positions for

honors.
(Irish National Anthem)
(U.S. National Anthem)
(19-gun salute)
THE PRESIDENT and the Prime Mininster descend platform for
Inspection of Troops.

Return to platform for remarks.

(All PRINCIPALS into new positions - see attached.)
Following remarks,

PRINCIPALS return to positions facing south

as Commander of Troops closes ceremony.
ALL PRINCIPALS descend platform,
Balcony for press photo session.

ascend stairs to South Portico
Continue into Blue Room for

receiving line.
11:00 AM
11:15 AM

Coffee is served in Blue Room.
THE PRESIDENT and the Prime Minister depart State floor for
Oval Office.
Mrs. Lynch is escorted to Blair House.
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MRS . LYNCH

In the event of rain, the Prime Minister and Mr's. Lynch will arrive at
the North Portico.
Following your greeting .at the North Portico, all three
should proceed down the Cross Hall and into the East Room.
As you enter (pausing for the annoucements) the platform will be directly
in front of you, and the official p�rties will be on your right.
On the
platform, please note that your positions will be different from those
at an outside ceremony.
The diagrambelow shows your positions on the
platform, facing the Cross Hall and press pens.
Coffee after the ceremony will be held in the Blue Room, and all three
r
.
Principals should depart the East,Room v1a the Cross Hall, and enter the
Blue Room.ftom the Cross Hail.
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MEETING WITH SENATOR HOWELL HEFLIN

Thursday, November 8, 1979
2:00 pro (20 minutes)
The Oval Office

' From:

Frank Moore

��

PURPOSE
To discuss SALT
II.

PERSONAL INFORMATION, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS ARRANGEMENTS
A.

. .,';r

Personal Information:
Wife's Name:

Elizabeth Ann

Children:

Tom

Home Town:

Tuscumbia, Alabama

Committee Assignments:
Committee on Judiciary
(10)
Committee on Commerce,Science, and Transportation
Select Committee on Ethics, Chairman

III.

Senator Howell Heflin

B.

Participants:

c.

Press Arrangements:

(10)

(D-Alabama)

White House photographer

BACKGROUND
A.

SALT Concerns:
Although we are carrying Heflin as
undecided, he has become increasingly negative over
When he met with the Vice President
the last weeks.
in June, Heflin was particularly concerned about
Backfires, verification, the strength of our nuclear
deterrent, and our capability and willingness to
respond to a situation where the Soviets were caught
cheating.
In a letter to his constituents, he said
he would favor on-site inspections.
In August at a
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c.

Additional

Issues and Personal

Information:

Senator Heflin is the most popular sitting
politician in Alabama.

His political base is sound,

having inherited Jim Allen's old supporters and
combined them with his own.
Heflin,

who is

Stewart,

Due to a quirk,

20 years older than Donald

is the

senior Senator,

junior Senator.

Stewart,

the

took office immediately after

winning the Novembe� 1978

election,

but because

he is only filling the unexpired two years of
Jim Allen's term, he must run for reelection
in 1980.
Senator Heflin is conservative and business
oriented.

His vote is an elusive one for us

on most issues.

Having spent most of his adult

life as a

Howell Heflin does not

judge,

stand the legislative process.

under

Consequently,

he pursues issues despite long legislative
odds--examples are his opposition to the nomination
of Bob Clemente to the TVA Board, and his insistence
on pushing the helicopter consolidation proposal (despite a lopsided loss in the House
and a hopeless vote count for the Senate.)
latter

The

puts us in a rather awkward situation

because only an all out effort on our part
would get us close and,

if we

won,

it would be

by the slightest margin in the Senate.

The

House conferees would undoubtedly resist

. :.
.

-

,

.

mightily(due to the large House vote against
In short, this is not an issue
our position.)
that either we or Heflin should use any political
capital on this year
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Town Meeting-. in'' Alabama, he said that the burden
of' proq.f -was' on ·the' propoi)el)tS of th.e Treaty
..: ::t.,o·: shOw '.that 'tli_e :u� s� w�l'!JiiOt end up inferior to
··�he�Soyiet�.
�rf:they can't prove that to me, I
_
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Rec
_ entl y �e- h a"� g.6:tten word -tha:l:: he is
. to- Jacks�ri� ' �he'n·a -u�ion. group: went · to
.

listening
see him
about SAL':J:'f :·he�·iepl_�ed :with Jackson.:..type arguments
.to what he .said>was the Administration line.
�

-..

B.

.

PoliticaL Concerns:
A lot of outreach work has been done in the
state, and a recen:t Hart poll shows that voters
are evenly.divided·on SALT.
His-principal
staffer, who is pro-SALT, has been telling
Heflin that he has four years to recover from
a pro�SALT vote, and that he cah cover himself
politically by telling his constituents that
his concerns abd�t verification and defense
have been taken ca�e of�
·

Heflin will have an enormous impact on how
Senator.Stewart will ultimately vote.
Stewart
is substantially pr:o-SALT, but reelection
politics have pushed·him into becoming a SALT
critic.
Heflin becomes� therefore, doubly
important.
We ar.e trying to work with Senator Sparkman
who has a · good deal of influence with Heflin.
Sparkman -_wil'l b_e in Washington for the first
time since his retirement next week.
He is
s�h�dut�ci'- to see· yOu-· briefly on SALT, and
then<we.hope
he_will meet with Heflin
.
1_.
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H e:f li n''· has
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been-s_upporti
- hg T
_ V coverage of the
. SALT_,,,d�:bate arid : has· gotten a lot of mileage
o�i 6£ th�t at"home�

, ..
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November

.

8,

1979
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

/�t-1.

FROM:

Frank Moore

RE:

Senator Heflin

Senator Heflin has told me that he prefers to remain
neutral in the Presidential race because Kennedy is
Chairman of the Judiciary Committee on which he sits.
Alabama is becoming more and more critical all the
time and you should tell him that you hope that when
you need his help in Alabama he will be ready to let
his people help.
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November 8,
(20 minutes)

1979

The Oval Office

�\\)�

From Frank Moore �

I.

PURPOSE
To discuss SALT

II.

PERSONAL INFORMATION, PARTICIPANTS, PRESS ARRANGEMENT,
AND BACKGROUND
A.

Personal Information:

Elizabeth

(Liz)

Children:

Timothy Patrick, Maura RuselJ

Home Town:

Oneonta, New York

John McCloskey

Committee Assignments:
Committee on the Budget
(11)
Committee on Environment and Public Works
Committee_on Finance

Select Committee on Intelligence

III.

(8)

(9)
(5)

Senator Daniel Moynihan

B.

Participants:

c.

Press Arrangements:

White House photographer

BACKGROUND
A.

SALT Concerns:

He does not believe that the Treaty goes

far enough in limiting nuclear weapons.

�n the last six

weeks he has made three speeches

the thrust of

which are basically the same:

(Tab A)

the SALT debate is not

about limiting arms, is instead a rearmament debate.
In order to get U.S.

military support fur the talks,the

Administration accepts
U.S. nuclear forces.
has become basically

corresponding increases in
U.S. behavior in nuclear weapons

imitative of Soviet behavior

because we have accepted the Soviet definition of
"arms control."

He believes

that you have contributed

to this escalation and have diminished the chances for
serious reductions in SALT III by your
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: se!nator· :B'yrd .to· go 'forward with the cruise; missile
:·p_rogtaltis.:and:·t:he'.Mx··wheri."the Protocol·expires.
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B.

Political Concerns:
We believe he wahts to vote for
the Treaty and that most of his. coristituents·want him
to·.
His statements include a· :Lo't.·of rheto.rl:c which
satisfies his personal commitment·s, to Jack§on, as well
as providing him a platfprm to,,· i;c:mnd his ari.ti�Soviet
drum.
Moynihan. will have an impact_ On,· many' of his
· �oreign
colleagues who respect·
his
pc>l.:t¢Y background.
.
.
-

c.
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Additional Issues "and .Personal Information::
Please refe:r:- to Dan Tate's memo to:you on Moynihan.
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SALT II

STATEMENT

BY

SENATOR DANIEL

PATRICK

MOYNIHAN

(D.,

before the
United

States

Monday,

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

September

24,

1979

at

10:15

a.m.

N.Y.)

thank the Committee for its courtesy in allowing me

I

the opportunity to offer some thoughts
The

treaty.
of
the

the

Committee has,

matter,

shall not

SALT

II

through its exhaustive examination

established a record which will

Senate•s debate,
I

about the

but set a standard for

not only inform

it.

speak from the perspective of

the expert,

but the presence of experts in this disc ussion will be my
starting point.

For there is no area of public policy which

has been so exclusively the realm of the scientific and
intellectual

community as arms control

about strategic
both

physical

the "arms

weapons

has been.

Our notions

have been created by scientists

and political --

and the continuity

control community" has been striking.

-

within
It is there

fore appropriate to speak of a kind of "intellectual crisis"·
in arms control which the

SALT

negotiations have,

in my view,

come to create.
I use

the phrase "intellectual crisis" to describe

the following phenomenon:
ment

is abandoning the

throughten years of
/

.

any new clear
in fact,

it appears that the American govern

strategic

doctrine which guided

SALT negotiations,

it

without having propounded

and consistent doctrine to replace it.

I

perceive,

a conf usion in this realm which hovers over the entire

SALT ratification pr6ceeding.

-2-

For we must understand that everything we have done in
of strategic arms limitation has been governed

the matter
by ideas,

inde e d,

by a doctrine.

The

SALT talks themselves

were thought up by Americans and were,

from the beginning,

designed to

in fact and in principle

secure

Soviet agreement

--

to American ways of thinking and doing

about

nuclear

American strategic n u clear doctrine is one of
important and most
in this century.

weapons.
the most

influential of intellectual constructs
It is,

in one sense,

a tribute to the will-

ingness of the best minds among us to enga'ge the awesome
And yet,

destructive potential of nuclear weapons.
submit that,

today,

those

and therefore on the larger

ideas,

I would

we must begin to put some pressure on
SALT

process which

those ideas brought into being.
We sought,

with SALT,

to achieve the creation of riuclear

forces in our two countries which would meet criteria for
safety and stability defined by our doctrine,
called "assured destruction."
requirements:
vulnerable

the first,

There

were,

that civilian

to nuclear attack,

so

a doctrine often

in essevce,

populations

it had given up;
both

the second�

countries remain

ability to
called into

strike

back

question.

attack,

the event of attack

would

"hostages"

that the strategic

invulnerable to
�n

remain

that neither nation

initiate a nuclear exchange.at the risk of the

two

forces of

so that

the

would never be

-3-

Now,

from the point of view of this

1972

treaty of

conception,

the

which banned the d�ployment of anti-ballistic

missile defenses,

should have indicated acceptance of the

"assured destruction" notion.

Without defenses,

one

surely perceive the possibility of

real restraints,

not ma j or reductions,

forces.

on

off�nsive

And,

would
if

one

also have predicted that neither country would seek

would
to

increase the vulnerability of the other's strategic forces.
On

these accounts,

the history of

. not what American strategic theory
the fact

is that

dramatically in

the

number of

SALT since

1969 is

would have predicted.

For

nuclear warheads has increased

both countries.

And,

moreover,

the capa

bilities of strategic weapons deployed since then in the
Union,

and urged now for deployment

serve now to make the
vulnerable
We

offensive

understand how and

is not my purpose to argue

being.
come

forces of

United States,
both nations more

to attack.

must

vision of

in the

Soviet

the

is

this is happening.

It

deficiency of that American

the nuclear world which

It

why

brought the

only to remark that the

SALT talks into

facts of the real world

increasingly to diverge from what American strategic

doctrine

would have

is in this

either desired or even predicted.

sense that

of arms con trol,

I speak of

our own.

the ."intellectual crisis"

for the ideas which underlay arms control

seem no longer to influence
in fact,

It

either

Sov iet policy or even,

-4-

The President's decision to advocate the deployment
of the MX missiles signifies, if nothing else, a conclusion
a decision -- that the United States must have a "counter
force" capability against
"would be nice to have

.

•

.

Soviet

.

''

land-based

but must have.

we have never _.propos ed any such_ thing.
within the government who thought it,

__

ICBMs.

Not

As a government,

'Eh� i� _!!_I?Y

hav� _

__

J?� e:!l

_

��J!I_e_

__

_

or advocated it, but

such has never been the declared policy

of the government.

Indeed, it was thought -- consistent with arms control doctrine
that the possession of such a "counterforce" capability by
both c6untries -- was a "worst case" situation.
The idea was a simple one:
the

if each country

knows that

other has the ability to destroy land-based missiles in

a preemptive strike,:each�may-come-to perceive-an advantage��
to itself in striking first..

At best,--new uncertainties will

be introduced into the strategic balance.

One would have

thought that the most desirable situation would:be one wherein

_

neither country could perceive-any advantage to itself in striking
first.

Now we have defined a new �worst case" -- namely that

they will have this capability and we won't.
There will be opportunities aplenty to debate which is,
in fact,· the worse of

these "worst cases."

wish to stress is this:

But the point I

we now contemplate "counterforce"

-5-

Secretary Brown,

in the name of'arms control.
has told

for example,

this Committee that the development of American

"counterforce" capability will offer the Soviets a real
incentive to reduce the numbers of vulnerable lana-based
missiles on their side.

One cannot consider this proposition

to be self-evident.

the proponents of ·it will ultimately

Yet

come to maintain that the history of SALT,

and especially,

the history of American proposals for real reductions,

reveals

that not ning else has yet to gi
. ve the Soviets such an incentive.
They will say,

for example,

that our willingness to abandon

the defense of our population did not make the
interested

1n

such force reductions.

deployment of U.
"counterforce"

S.

Soviets more

They will say that the

land-based missiles

without formidable

capability provided no such

incentive either.

.

'

How is one to quarrel
In any event,
on strategic policy.
of

with this history?

this is hardly the making of a new consensus
Can it

be said that

among the supporters

SALT II that there is acceptance of the argument that a

new American counterforce capability is the only route to
arms reductions in SALT III?
I suppose,
this:

therefore,

that one question

to pose is

if the doctrine of "assured destruction" will

itself deficient in this respect,

show

in what other respects

will it come to show i tself deficient?

If there are other

-

-

..

6

-

..

.

deficiencies in our historic approach to
ought we

not

find out about them as

the thrust of

SALT is now plain:

�eapons,

stability.

less

I believe the

of

SALT III,
It

treaty.

possible?

more weapons,

SALT itself

new generation of missiles
The

soon as

matters,
For

more dangerous

SALT II treaty ought to become the occasion

for testing the value of

tation.

these

--

not

as a method

ne6essarily

of real arms

a
limi-

reductions in

a rms,

envisioned as the promise

should,

view,

be written

in my

is as simple

a

into the

matter of doing what we

SALT II

can to

f ind out where we stand.
It

is

introduced

with this purpose
an

requires the

in mind that,

conclusion of

an agreement

SALT

c_e_a_ft
_ er-the
arms

reductions

such an agreement,
the

end of

It

may

be said,

numbers of strategic offensive

I

suppose,

however,

produce

itself would

that this is a rather stark

yet

have

If two

1981.

itself.

as we

1985.

SALT II agreement

a rather tough bargain for

possible,

in

negotiations cannot,

proposition,

be prepared

-

for _:significant and

II pact expires

then the

lapse at

And

-

though that agreement can enter

end

of

I

1,

amendment--to the -SALT--treaty.- �-The amendment

the

years

on August

there is

SALT to strike with

nothing visionary

for the prospect that no such

in which case

we

understood it

--

will finally
is an

in it.

One must

agreement will prove

understand that

impossibility

SALT

of its own.

...

'

J

..

.
.....

,.

.
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Here,
what

think,

I

the Senate can play a useful role in clarifying

is a certain confusion in current American strategic

policy,

at least as

I

sense it.

The Administration's defense
'

of

SALT

II began with

an invocation of the possibilities

and promise of SALT III,

·

an argument that the process itself

was intrinsically valuable and therefore worthy of being
kept alive.

And yet,

just this past Friday,

the New York

Times reports ori the circulation of a new Presidential directive
.

with a cautionary note about SALT III;

future negotiations

ought not to

military programs.

jeopardize

existing U.

S.

One struggles for the meaning of this report in the light of
the expectations previously raised about
ever it means,

surely

But what-

it reveals that the clarity we seek

matters of strategic policy
I

SALT III.

in

is not yet present.

submit that the energy necessary to recover the SALT

process from itself cannot be generated inside that process,
but must originate outside of it.
do this,

to return

It falls to the

SALT to its proper course.

Senate to
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the

the U.S. Senate
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::r-=

31, 1979

, N.Y.)

On Au gu"st

1,

I introduced an amendment to the

SALT
0

treaty

which

would require the achievement of significant

and substantial reduction in strategic arms in negotiations
to be concluded by the end of 1981,
itself

would lapse.

or the SALT II treaty

The practical effect of this proposal

would be to take the advisory language of a
on SALT III
treaty

-

- currently a non-binding attachment to the

-- and make it part of the treaty

purpose here
arms

joint statement

is,

quite unambiguously

reduction in the

text.itself.

to force the pace of

SALT III negotiations.

The time limit established in my amendment,
is

drawn from the Protocol to

text,

whose

says,

among other things,

..

the treaty,

ICBMs,

December

an addition

provisions expire on that date.

launchers for

that neither side

intention of extending the

protocol,

weapon systems affected by it

This

to the

will deploy mobile

i� any

600 kilometers

•

that there is no

and that the American

would not be available for de

event.

is a rather complex introduction to a simpler point,

but one needs the specifics in order
bearing on

1981,

and that neither will deploy ground

We have been assured by the Adrninistratior:

until 1982

31,

�he �rotocol

launched cruise missiles with a range �n excess of

ployment

The

the fate of the

SALT

to follow recent

tre:aty in the

Senate.

developments
In the

2

first place,

·

the Majority Leader has

in that manner we

have come to associate with him -- seen into the complex
set of issues surrounding the SALT treaty,
his

colleagues

and has encouraged
There are, as

t.o begin grappling with them.

he has indicated in his approach

to the treaty,

issues which must

the

be resolved if

treaty is

two
to

groups of

b�

ratified.

The first affects our military programs, the secon d addresses
the prospects for serious arms reductions in SALT III.

There is a sense in which the treaty itself joins these
two

questions together but not, I

the most

am

useful and constructive way.

I have referred to a

beginning

to believe, in

Let me elaborate.

joint statement of principles

presumed to govern the next round of the SALT negotiations.
That
and

statement says that the parties will seek
substantial reductions"

in

"significant
•

strategic offensive arms.

But the statement also pledges the parties to seek
tion of the issues included in the
issues of

Protocol,"

a

"resolu-

that is, the

mobile ICBMs and ground-launched cruise missiles.

It is these two weapons systems which form the subject
of a letter sent
·on October. 26.
as
two

to the Senate Majority Leader by the President
The ptirpose of the letter is to remove doubts ..

to the strength of the President's commitment to these
systems.

... I

The President writes:

am prepared to assure you that none of our cruise

missile programs

(air, ground, or sea-launched)

the MX program will be delayed o� inhibited
SALT

II

nor

by the

Protocol which will expire at the end of

1981.

3

It is

my

firm intention

1:0

sheltered ground mobile

MX

development,

proceed

and deployment of the
basing

with the testing,

recently approved

system,

and with

the cu�rently programmed cruise missile deployments.
Both are needed for our defense, and I cannot envi�age
any circumstances under which there would be any de
facto

extension

with our

firm

of the

intention

On the face of it,
issues included in the

which would interfere

Protocol

that

to· deploy these .systems.

is surely a "resolution of the

Protocol,"

Soviets will no

which the

doubt seize upon to claim that the issue of
be

addressed either.

weight to

give equal

the declaration on the Protocol,

c omparable to that

Now this
the

They will attempt to

we say

we

reduc�ions cannot

a

weight

will give to reductions.

is surely a curious development.

judgment of the Administration,

If,

in

the MX and cruise

missiles programs are of such importance to the

United
•

States that nothing can interfere
why

ln the

the

problem

suggests,
be

of arms reductions?

If,

as

by subsequent negotiations,

substance

out on

gratuitously

the systems addressed in the

affected

whose
an

world was their fate

with their deployment,

the

appears

to offer the

question of reductions?
"'

considered a� the time the
linked to the

the

attached to
President

Protocol

will not

why have a protocol

Soviets something of
Or

was an�

of

this

fate of redu�tions ·somehow beGame

"issues included in the Protocol?"

4

It

seems,

on

the face of

between the various parts of
and

it,

that

the relationship

the Treaty on the one hand

the recent statement of the President on the other,

seriously diminish the prospect
Is this,

in fact,

There are,

for

reductions

in SALT

1II.

what the Piesident is trying to tell us?

of course, .powerful

arguments to be advanced

in support of the two military programs the President has
�ndorsed,

and in an era of rapid

forces of

all kinds,

increases in Soviet

military

those arguments cannot be denigrated.

Yet the mannet in which these seem now to be developing suggests
to me that

the

case for

making the

"reductions"

aspect of

If the Adminis-

SALT II obligatory has become more compelling.

tration understands that its intentions regarding the MX and the
ground-launched cruise missiles have comp�omised the�prospects
for strategic arms reductions,

it should tell

If it feels

us.
•

otherwise,

the prospects for reductions is
deploying these two systems,
There are,

If it

it should so explain.

after all,

feels that diminishing

justified

by the necessity of

it should explain that also.

arguments to be made in all these areas,
..

yet clarification of the prospects
in

my

judgment,

For myself,
of

for SALT

III has now

become,

an urgent matter.

I ha\Je become much influenced by the fate

unilateral declarations

by the Senate in these areas,

ineffectuality a� seen over timei

In 19 7 2,

for

,example,

and their
three

,

"'·

·-�

a

5

declarations of
were

Congressional policy -- advisory in nature

attached to the resolution whcih ratified the
The first, proposed

Agreement.
the

President to conclude a second

not

leave the

forces of the

of the Soviet Union.

Interim

by Senator Jackson, utged
SALT agreement which would

United States

inferior to those

Whether that criterion has beeP-

is, of course, arguable.

But

with

met-

regard to the two other

instances of Congr�ssional "advi�e,''

there is no argument.

For the second declaration, orginating with Senator Cranston,
urged

the convening of "Strategic Arms Reduction Talks" to

reduce arms.

Yet seven years of SALT II negotiations have

produced an agreement which allows for enormous increase in
strategic

weaponry.

As for the third declaration, it

so-called

"counterforce"

Senator Edward Brooke and

weapons.

concerned

It was originated by former

called upon

both the

So�iet

Union

and the United States not to develop a first-strike potential.
At that time,

which is to say seven years ago, technological

innovations were contemplated which would have given to our
land-based missiles an improved "hard tar<}et kill capability"
which, in the

general view, they did not then have to a meaning�ul

degree.

One could, of course, debate how much of this capability
""
was already prese nt in those f6rces at that time.
But about

the propos�d MX system, there

is no ambiguity.

unambiguous that, in the past seven years

It. is also

the Soviets have made

6

an

unrelenting effort to

acquire

capability

of which

later, the

decision to proceed with the MX

the

Senator

the kind of "counter force"

Brooke spoke.

Now, seven years
inqicates

United States feels it, too, must establish

th'ilt

a similar

capability.

Whether
the

SALT

any of these worthy objectives written into

I proceedings in

if given real legislative

1972 might have influenced reality
"teeth," I,

of

course, cannot say.

But surely, that history as we now know it argues for not
r eplaying such episodes in our ·consideration of

SALT II.

•

..

- --------

October 22,

Dear

Senator

Thank
you

you

thc.t

tiate

1979

Byrd:

for

October 19.

your letter of

"a strong

m�aningful

defense and

arms

reductions

coii!pOllC:n"c.s of a sound national

my Administration,

During

to enhance our
to

promote

Union.
our

defense

pillars of

giam

(air,

firm

ground,

currently

progranuned
-

Accordingly,

or sea-launched)

or

the end

mobile

Lor our

of

with the testing,
recently

system,

r

which

and

�

there would be any

intention to deploy these systems.

-�?�;

�

Honorable...-Robert

Majority
United

C.

Leader

States

Washington,

D.

Senate

C.

20510

Byrd

.

Both

de facto·

interfere with

Sincerely,

The

with the

I cannot env1sage any

extension of the Protocol which could
firm

approved

and

cruise missile.deplovments.

,

under

SALT II Protocol

1981.

basing

MX

oeLense,

.c

circumstances
our

I a�

nor the MX pro

inhibited by the

deployment of the

ground

,

Soviet

arms control are the twin

intention to proceed
and

sheltered
neeoed

the

firm view that

assure you that none of our cruise missile

will expire at

is my

with

is my

our national security.

deve!op�ent,

are

and

will be delayed

which
It

control negotiations

programs

prepared to
programs

I have energetically sought
and also

defense capabilities

overall

arms

are complementary

security policy."

have done so because it

I

I agree with

a ·willingness to nego
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The SALT debate has become a debate on rearmament.

If this is cause for dismay,

it is no occasion for surprise.

For some while the •. pace of the soviet arms buildup
and the "asymmetry"

of the SALT I agreement has been

obvious to all save those whose concern it has been to
avoid the obvious.
This avoidance was the subject of my first address
to the Senate on March 4,
very far distant --

1977.

At that time -- not so

to draw attention to the rise of

soviet strategic power was to invite suspicion of grave
unorthodoxy.

�hus

in March ·1977 the principal thrust of my

remarks was to question

the assumption,

place within the Administration,
in nuclear weapons
States behavior.

seemingly in

that Soviet behavior

was basically imitative of United
This of course implied that if the

United S tates restrained the growth of its forces,
also would the Soviets.
evidence

so

I stated that there was no

for this.

I con tin ued to press this point,

and its corollary

that the Soviets were approaching the moment when they
will

have neutralized our Minuteman force and attained

to something like strategic

I put the case that

superiority.

the longer we took to recognize

this reality the more likely it was to astound and
confound us when finally we did.

. 2
It took a good two years,

so far

at least as

the public pronouncements of the present Administration
are concerned.
been

Whether this was longer than need have

is beside the po int.
Specifically,

The time came.

on February 21,

1979,

in presenting

the fiscal year 1980 defense budget to the Senate Budget
Commi ttee,

Defense Secretary Harold Brown said· that it

•reflects the President's determination to ·beg in
counter ing the Soviet military buildup
underway for over fifteen years."
to document the trends
pe r i od ,

here and

inves tments,
have

that

has been

The Secretary went on

in mi litary spending during this

in the Soviet Union.

U.S. military

measured in terms of constant do llars,

been in a general decline since 1969.
The

about

Soviets have had uninterrupted

1960.

Since the early

growth since

1960s the Secretary said,

•soviet investment in new military h ardwa re has increased
twofold

•

.

.

and is more

upward trend shows every
spending has

than twice o u r s

sign of continuing.

shown no response to U;S.

when we build they build�

"rough equivalence,

balance today.
you say this,

During
Mr.

.

.

.

•

the

p arity "

,

t hat

•

.

to de scr i be

"

the

I asked "Would

if the trend lines

proceed,

the Soviets would be ahead?"

replied,

"They would be clearly

Secretary Brown

ahead militarily."

The

Soviet

Secretary used the

a brief colloquy,

Se c r eta ry

•

restra int

when we cu t they build �

In terms of m i litary power,
phr ase

today

3
The President finally spoke to the point in his
address to the American Publishers Association in New
York·city on April 25,
past decade,

1979.

He stated:

"Over the

the Soviets have steadily increased their

real defense spending,

while ours has had a net decrease.•

In the hearings now concluding on SALT II the thrust
of this statement has been repeated over and again by
the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense.
On Monday of this week,

the present head of the Arms

Control and Disarmament Agency predicted the Soviet
Union would continue a •relentless• arms buildup,
or without

with

the pact.

An administrati on that has seemed blind to reality,
suddenly seems blinded by it.
On Wednesday of last week I met with a high orficial
whom the Administration had had testifying before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee in favor of the

SALT II.

He had made his support conditional on a considerable
increase

in arms expenditure.

I asked him to consider

that the MX m i s sile mi g ht neverbe built.
he sai d,

"We are

In that event,

lost.•

Without w i shing to belabor the point,

I would repeat

that the present alarums are in many ways the predictable
consequen ce of

the previous torpor.

and would be of no great
course of our pre sent

This

matter were it

not

that

in the

de bate on rearmamen t we risk

abandoning all hope of a S t rateg i c Arms
that might actually

is nothing new,

limit

L im i tation Treaty

strateg i c arms.

4

More and mQEe SALT II is referred to

.as

peripheral or even irrelevant t� our internatioRal
position,

either military or diplomatic.

Mo�e and more it is said of SALT II
such as it may bel

that its value,

is that it preserves th e SALT

process.
I would contest this.

The only value

I can see

in a SALT treaty is that it should limit strategic arms.
The great irony is that the SALT process may in

have become a barrier to just that.
the problem,

fact

Far from solving

the process has become the problem.

Certainly certain facts are clear.
In

1969 when discussion of an arms limitations

treaty began,

the

Soviets

had 1,050 ICBM warheads.

In 1985 at the conclusion of SALT they will have upwards
of 12,000.
the United

This is four warheads
States.

for every county in

In terms of mi.ssile throwweight

the Soviets will continue their rapid increase from
their current
million

level of 11.3

pounds by 1985,

This will be half again
number of

million poun ds

to 15.0

the treaty's expiration date.
the American throwweight.

The

Soviet MIRVed missile launchers alone will

almost double under the treaty period from the
level of about

present

700 to 1,200 in 1985.

The problem

I suggest with the process is that

so far -- it has required American negotiators to
reach agreement with the Soviet Union in an area

._

5

Their strategic buildup.has

where there is no agreement.
been underway ,

as Secretary

Brown attests,

for fifteen years.

It was well underway when for.mal SALT negotiations began

•

..

It has never ceased because the Soviets would not agree to
do so.
As a result,

more often than not,

the actual negotiations

in SALT have taken place within the American government.
process goes something as follows.

The advocates of strategic

arms limitations obtain agreement to have •talks•
the term -- with the Soviets.

The

that is

In these talks they £ind the

Soviet government has already agreed with its military to
continue their nuclear buildup.

(At the time of SALT

I the

Soviets. had already decided to build the 55 19,·which they
proceeded to do.

This is one reason why our I-tinuter:lan force is

now threatened. )
Accordingly a treaty is drafted which permits the
increase

in Soviet strategic forces the Soviets have already

planned.

Our n egotiators return with this treaty which the

American military in all honor cannot support unless a corresponding increase in American nuclear forces is also to
take place.

This is then agreed to on our side through a

complex n egotiation invo·lving the White House ,

the State

Department, and the Defen se Departm ent and the Congress.

.._ .. _

.

'

-

-

.

"
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Thus,

as The Washington Post

the commitment

observed only this morning,

to the Trident submarine was made in order to
Whatever its

ga in app roval of SALT I.

military utility,

it

was deemed to serve the purpose of the moment -- to win ratification of SALT I -- simply because it was

big.

Similarly the M-X has become the price of SALT II.
is hard to describe this weapons system,
day.

At

minimum it is complex.

it.

for it changes every

More seriously,

require the Soviets to deploy some 8000

It

it will

warheads to neutralize

·(Two warheads per twenty possible sites for two hundred

missiles.)
Thus the
insist on.
withou�

United States joins the arms race the Soviets

This

is

so far as

I

the ultimate irony.
can

tell even no ticing,

in nuclear weapons has become

behavior

of Soviet behavior,
definition of

II the United

for every

of our county

in

--

the

one

c.:An

lj kely

to

tati.on

and wen t

The

rayon

Soviet

--

States will

the

rPspcct

j rnay i ne

and

be ovcrrnastPrr"d.

Union.

gods

.:1bout

m11st

it

badly.

weep.
•

•

to

co11J d
J\ll

*

have four

Soviet equivalent

me�ntime ourconventional military

relatively· wenJ.:er ·with
conflict

the Soviet

"arms control."

nuclear warheads

the

United Sta tes

basically imitative

b ecause we· have accepted

By the end of SALT

In

Without thinking,

the

Soviet:s.

,,ccept

forces
In the

grow
kind of

we ,,re ever more

he,-,, use we wvnted arms

limi-

7

_., +�-·--

I would hope we do not have to settle for
believe we can

this.

I

still negotiate a s trategic arms limitation

agreement that will limit arms.
Such hope as

there exists

for this is found in the

"Joint Statement of Prin ciples and Basic Guidelines for
Subsequent Negotiations on
Arms,"

the Limitation of

Strategic

an appendage to the treaty, though not a part of

it that sets the agenda for the next round of SALT.
·Joint

This

Statement calls for a third SALT agreement that will

bring about a

"significant and s ubstantial reduction in

the numbers of strategic arms,•
on strategic offensive arms •

•

•

•

and "qualitative limitations
"

These are not instructions;
are not binding.

They reflect nothing more than the

ideals with which SALT
on our.side.

even if they were they

I and SAL T

For it is an

United States in Moscow,

II were entered upon

open s ecret that when the

in March,

1977,

proposed a specific

reduction in strateg�c a rms of one-third, the Soviets
rejected any such s pecific.
portant,

Less known, but now more im

at Vienna in June the United

Soviets that

the Joint Statement on

fically for a one-third

States proposed to the

SALT

III call

speci

reduction in strategic a rms

again the Soviet s re f use d

.

and

'

8

The United States entered into the '

worse.

negotiations for SALT I with a pronounced advantage
in strategic weapons and those for SALT II with a
suffici ent advantage.

The prospect is that the SALT III

negotiations will begin with
strategic

the Soviets an�icipating

.
supremacy by the end of the process.

cir cumstance,

In such

to hold out hopes for any real reduction

is self-deception or worse.
Our only

hope is to obtain agreement for a SALT III

reduction of arms � while the United

States still

retains the option to head off that shift in the
strategic balance.
SALT III,

If there are to be reductions in

their attainment must be written into SALT II.

I therefore propose an amendment to the treaty

which will add a new provision to Article XIX of the
text:
4.

·

The

Parties shall conclude,

by

December 31, 1981, an agreement which shall,
as a result of the negotiations undertaken
in accordance with the Joint Stat��ent of
Principl es and Guidelines for Subsequent
Negotiations on the Limitation of Strategic
Aims agreed upon at Vienna on June 18, 1979,
effect significant and substantial reductions
in the numbers of strategic offensive arms,
consistent with the requirement for the
maintenance of essential strategic equivalence.
This agreement shall enter int o effect immediately
upon the expiration of the pr e sent Treaty or
sooner, as the Parties shall decide.
If the
Parties are unable to conclude such an agreement
by December 31, 1981, the present Treaty shall
terminate on that date.

9

Unlike other proposals which have been made to
force the pace of the SALT III negotiatio ns,

this

provision does not require undoing the present SALT II
treaty.

With respect to timing, it meshes with the

ex p i rat ion

which will

of the Protocol to the Treaty,

itself automatically lapse on December 31,

This much is certain:
SALT has disappeared.
from itself,

1981.

our margin for error in

We must rescue the

"process•

otherwise it will present us with ever

more unappealing choices.

We must recover for SALT

the pos s ib ility of arms limitation and genuine arms
\

reductions.

This,'' so it seems to me, is the major

contribution the Senate can make to the preservation
of the SALT process which the President,
seek.

and others,

We must at least make the effort.
What I propose, in short,

is to make it plain,

so

far ·as the future of the SALT process is concerned,
that there will be no alternative to arms reductions.
And I

should think that two years is a sufficient time

to achieve this goal,

if there is a willingness to do it.

We have been at this process for ten years.

We

must now face the real issue and our ·real prospects�
And we must now say to the Soviets

--

and to o ur selv es

that if there are not going to be any si gnificant
strategic arms reductions,

we will not wait until the

Soviets surpass us in strategic nuclear power,

on the verge of so doing,

or are

before establishing this

fact.

----

..:... .._,..__ _ �

..

-·

...,...
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If the Soviets have no

intention of reducing

strategic arms until they have first attained to
strategic superiority,

now is the time to find out.

'
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PURPOSE
To have an opportunity to visit with the Senator and
Mrs. Stevenson and discuss issues in a casual
atmosphere.

II.

BAGKGROUND,
A.

PARTICIPANTS & PRESS PLAN

Background:
Wife's name:

Nancy

Children:

Adlai,

Home town:

Hariover,

Committees:

Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs (4)
Commerce, Science and Transportation (6)
Select Intelligence (2)
Select Ethics (Chairman)

Lucy,

Katie,

lvarwick

Illinois

Senator Stevenson is generally negative about
Personal:
the direction of the country, the Senate and your
Administration.
His criticism of us, however, is
reserved for his private conversations -- he has not
The Senator's
openly criticized us on the Senate floor.
attitude has led him to decide not to run again for the
Senate, but to leave himself open to a draft for the
Presidential nomination.
Obviously, he regards this
as a long-shot and has done nothing to promote himself
behond giving occasional intentions and general speeches.
He thinks of himself as a gad-fly.
Apparently there hasJ
been some speculation in Illinois that he might want to
run for Governor.
Despite his attitude toward the Administration he has
voted with us on virtually every major issue.
He is
supporting us on the Energy Security Corporation bill
and will be for a strong windfall profits tax.
In the Senate, Stevenson has the reputation of being
a guru rather than one who likes to work in the trenches.
He rarely offers amendments, rarely participates in

J

2
.

·' .�·

. . .

floor mana:g
· ement: of. bills, and makes few.-·.speeches on
the Senate: floor.
He has almost no infl.l,le_n Ce_ with
his colleagues_. - He is ·tpo much of a philosopher to
develop a followi�g either in th� B.a�king Conmitttee
where qe cquld assume the leader�hip of a moderate
block of :Democrats- or' in the 'Senate as a whole·;
To
som� ·extent
. his position-.as Chl:iirmilri ·of the Senate
Ethics-Committee has set· him apart frotn his colleagues.
_It ·is, the opinion of_· some people. that it was this-.:.Chainnansqip
·and.,Senator Talmadge's. investigation which :finally got
him '.9-own and· made him decide 'to leave the Senate.
Nancy- Stevenson - i s kriown as :o�� of the.; great political
wives.
She::is. warm and --��JendJyand a·.great ·campaigner.
:She: has. heeri _crucial in-' his- campaigns. - . Whil� living in
Washington� 'she has become-,involved in community affairs,
wo,rking to help black students g e t ·�placed in independent
.
schools.
'

The St.evensons have a farm in Illinois where they spend
their summers.
They like to travel and do'so often.
SALT:
Stevenson is clearly in the Hatfield-McGovern
group of Senators who are dismayed about increased
defense spending. He was critical of the MX decision.
He had some concerns about verification, but his member
ship on the Intelligence Committee enabled him to get
'
the answers he needed.
International Tr.ade:
He has been particularly interested
in putting our· trade with non-market economies on a less
arpitrary .basis.
During consideration of the Export
Administration Act he argued. for simplified licensing
proce·dures and less controls.
He has proposed amendme!ltS to the Trade.Act and the
Export- Import:.Bankwhich would· considerably liberalize
trade with the Soviet,Unio
· n, including changing Jackson
Vanik so as to eliminate the.. need for the President to
"receive assurance
, s" on 'freedom of emigration.
He has_ supporte:d �N for the Soviets and would have
prefern:d t6 have the .Chinese and Soviet Agreements
·
considere-d- tqg�_thef: ,
Space. Policy: . As Chairman· of t::he ·sena�e ·Commerce
Subcommittee :on Science_, .Technology -<arid, .Space, which
handles the NASA budget authorization, ·and as a member
of th� Senat-e B'eie'ct Committee on Intelligen c e, he has
a _broader insight irito space than most on Capitol Hill.
.

He has pressed ,the Administration on several issues which
could- arise .under 6 ther of his committee roles. Most
prob_ahl y are :
·

. ·(1)

U.S. endorsement of Giscard d'Estaing's proposed

UN·· International Verification Agency.
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The u.s. has -taken .. the position
with. tli�· F-rench, other
·
Allies arid ·the UN .- thatLan _.international 'satellite
.
nionitq-I-;i!lg agency would: be ,'ne-ither fe'.:isible_ nor desirable
:·-.,
in the· _ :foreseeable:.future:;
·
.
.,

.

·

-

-

.

.

'

�

·�.

�

·--�

·

··�

·-

-
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. .

/<�-;"'<

'

Declaiisific<ittiori gf. .photoreccmnaisscil;lC!e imagery for
civil- and private secto� : P:Se.
-- -- ·>.: '· -

(2).,

·

-:

-_'_-.

·

,.

-

·

',

._ _ _

.

:
There- ate �several -risks: a£· na t i o� �l: ·ftnpor tcirice that have
:"led -your'.; advisors tO'" C()ntinue -tc{couhSeE.�· &gainst declassi
fication.
,,
-· :
·-· �
- . ·:
-�···
.·_:
-:
aggressive (r � a-4 'l:iigher budget)_
� ·Connnit � t :·to- :·a
civil·' s-p.ice.:-program·; s'pe
' -C!ificaTTy< :i:nclu.d-i-p.g- an operational
LANDSAT program�
·

'
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_

_

·

•
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�
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_
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.·
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;

·

'
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-
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"
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.

.
Ih � �asing our civil spac e b_u d �t is .not· fi;scally re
sponsible.
What is heed�d- ins-tead is innov
. ation and
initi'ative in use of· th'e"_shtittle.- . ·As far. as:: LANDSAT
is c-oncerned; .. you may· w:fsh to advise Stev�rison you are
curr
- ently assessing_ the. recommendations of -�he NSC
Policy Review Comritittee (Space) to establish an
operational agency either under DoC or Int�rior.
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.lv"tEMORANDUM FOR FRANK MOORE
FROM:

ANNE WEXLER

�

.

Harry McPherson was called by Adlai Stevenson and was
asked to meet with him over the weekend to discuss his
political situation vis-a-vis the President.
Harry's
report which must be extremely confidential is as
fvllO\rlS:

1.

In Harry's opinion Senator Stevenson
would like to find a way tn.be for the
President, although he knov1s tha.t· an
endorsement would probably· make·.him
look foolish gi_v.en- "hi·s .;act-ive ·criticism
of the President's leadership.

2.

Given his present lame duck status,

he

is more concerned about issues than he
is about politics and feels

that the

President has a deeper commitment to
issues than does Kennedy.
With the
proper kind of meeting with the President,
Harry thinks that Adlai can be convinced
to stay at least neutral.
The issues which
concern him are the problems of economic
growth,

3.

productivity and increased

job creation.

If for some reason Stevenson could be
persuaded to come over and publicly
endorse the President, .he made it clear
to the people he met with last-weekend
that he wanted to have. :tpe.-.ma.jor role in
the campaign in Illinois.

4.

Others present at this meeting included some
political people from Illinois and some down
chairmen.
They indicated that
state county
the support for Senator Kennedy down state
was far greater than was publicly acknowledged
and that the President was in bad shape in
Illinois.
They said that Senator Stevenson
going with Kennedy at this point would be
fatal to the President's chances in

Illinois.

!

.

'
'
'

.

,•

2

5.

j

alse Fe):;)ortea lJ�ni:: Pn\11 Ginron :i:-s
eRG!.orsin9 Kel'iReay this week which makes
the
evenson ,position all the more

4ie

�

cruc1al.

114 f

Tl"l.f e_

:frAM./t:... )
'J1oor e. (11ft,f19
l)e.-

In summary, he thought it was possible with the right
approach to keep Adlai neutral - a position he would
really like to have if g iven the opportunity.
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. TO: .

HAM

FROM:
: ·:t

·

::il: ·'

�

RE:

JORDAN

BOB BECKEL
CONGRESSIONAL REACTION IRAN

;

i

,·: tHJt
'

DATE:

NOVEMBER

8

'

197 9

;_1J.;
.iUh� We have just returned from briefing
n.
: -�-• .. :·.wr:· ;!�: ���� �t��tt �� rI��� �a�t�!���;��
:_·::.

·

over 200 members of
The following observations

' . •

'

There is an extraordinary amount of hostility running

1.

.

through the Congress toward the Iranian students. in
the

' '

United States-from left to right,

Republican.

.
'

about the students,
assets,

Democrat to

There is a demand that we do something
e.g. revoke.all visas,

freeze all

put them under arrest.

This probably comes
more from frustration over the lack of options available
to us
in
dealing with the situation in Iran,
is nonetheless real and potent.
Specifically,
encouraged

but it
we are

almost unanimously to stop all demonstrations

by Iranian students and to use our influence with local
governments to refuse permits across the country.
:

·,'

J

•

·

Tom

2.

. .; �:'/

Harkin on the left and Bob Dornan on the right have

joined forces to call for the outster of the Shah.
.They are suggesting that we bent to political pressure
from Kissinger and Rockefeller and as a result endangered
···_American citizens in Iran.
For the most part however,
moderate voices in both the Republican and Democratic

·

··

tranks support our policy of no� rel{nquishing the Shah.
·.:.We can expect, however, Dornan. and Harkin to be more

i,.

·.·

�ocal than our supporters.

�: '
.'

'j1n/':·:·. \;,;;:f\:l;�w:; j·;p� ·.·Although the issue was not raised during the briefing,
we have heard a significant amount of comment on the
·:ji._f'''··�;;·:�;�:{!:;',..·· :.i .
Presi9.ent' s trip to Canada.
These comments, unanimously
-ti);i(;... :·i;\�.:�;h:, ::f
.!
· ·

.\\''

·

·, '(·:�}'::)
' ·/'�F

from our friends,

;·

.: . ·�-·(

:.\ ,':. ,:��·;):.·,'
. ; .. -;:· ._:;;,;{���.:;1
�':'·:,',
. ·')·� )!(�:�··
·

' .. �

.

··.

.
,

we would hear a good deal more if more members were
'
focusing on the fact that he is taking the trip at all.

.r

. .

..

�I.

,

;·r .

. . •;. '
'

·

•

]t

·

' ,>

••

>\'i'· · · {�'�ix"�·

.

I am sure

Should he decide to go, I am convinced that there will
. be an uproar on the Hill.

·

. ;· . ..

.

urge the .President not to go to

Canada until the Iranian crisis is over.

· ·
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Bob

St rauss

The attached was returned in
the President's
and is

forwarded

outbox today
to

you

for

appropriate handling ..
Rick
cc:

Hutcheson

Sarah Weddington

·t

��--�----�
�rS-TUCKER

_/)Ltbre.S
a

,/"'
' '

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON
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chip

JJt

.

,,

0�

/message

"morn cal
from airplane and asked
t hat cq:jfp askyou to have president
call � tucker asking for support
and congratulating on bill green's
electi.on.
doris . tucker is national

chairman of fed

eration of democratic women and past
secretary of state of pennsylvania.
, ..

, , >
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MEMORANDUM FOR

THE

FROM:

LLOYD N.

SUBJECT:

SALT

8,

1979

PRESIDENT

(i�:
'·

CUTLER

-----

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee completed its
mark-up hearings on the SALT Treaty

this morning.

The vote on reporting out the Treaty

10:00 tomorrow.

will be held at

Senator Javits has made a motion

that the Treaty be favorably reported.
After Senator Glenn's statement yesterday,
estimate
is

we now

that the vote in favor will be 9-6.

based on conversations with Senator

This

Zorinsky from

which we can reasonably infer that he will vote in
favor.

The Vice President is having a breakfast with

Zorinsky tomorrow.
It

is conceivable but unlikely

do the opposite of Glenn
reporting

the

Treaty,

but

-

that Senator Stone will

i.e.,

voting in favor of

indicating

that he may vote

against the Treaty if he does not obtain
his amendments on the Floor.
the

vote could be

10-5.

A copy of Senator Glenn's
attached.

As you

approval of

If he does vote in favor

statement yesterday is

will see,

he

hopes to be able

to

vote in favor when the Treaty reaches the Floor.

He

has informed me that the monitoring improvements he
is awaiting are things he believes can happen in
December and January,

cc:

not a year later.

Hamilton Jordan
Zbigniew Brzezinski
Secretary Vance
Secretary Brown

Attachment

.-·-"::-...,

(

··--•...

From· the office

Senator
204 Russell Office Building
Washington D.C. 2 0510

(202)224-3353
.

contact:

for immediate r�lease

Steve Avakian

.

t

CITING DOUBTS ON VERIFICATION,
GLENN ANNOUNCES HE WILL VOTE
AGAINST SALT II IN
WASHING10N---Sen.

John Glenn

(D-Ohio)

CO��ITTEE

declared today that he

intends to press the case for tougher m o nitoring o f So viet
.

compliance with the terms o f SALT II and will

vote against the

treaty "hen it comes before the Foreign Relations Committee

for

f inal consideration later this week or next week.
"Khile I

am for the SALT process, I am not

se n ding the treaty
a news conference.

to the full

in

favor of

Senate at this time," Glenn told

"If "''e are forced to vote on the treaty

committee in the next

few

days, I must

in

v ote

in good conscience

against that action," Glenn said.
"I

have said from the start of this debate that I will

vote for the

treaty only if we can ad�quately

Soviet compliance v.•ith

�onitor and verify

its terms.at the t ime of the vote,

relying ori future promises of a capability we may or may
,

.

not

not be

able to develop."
The loss of

U.S.

liste�ing posts

gravely damaged .. American
aspects of

successful

ability to monitor certain critical

Soviet strategic tests,

tion efforts to recoup
ye t

1n Iran earlier this year

Glenn said,

and

Carter Adrninistra-

that capability elsew here have

not been

.

"The Administration is making a maJor

effort

to regain

SALT,

f i rst ad.

an ad e quate monitoring
·

capability.

I

give the m an

e f fort but so far 'they have come up short.

'A'

for-.

said for

I.' ve

.,

many m on t hs that
"\' e r

an d

i f i ab 1 e ,

�hen

I w on't vote "for SALT 11
I

I'm satisfied

then I'll be

i n t e nd to stick t o that p l ed g e.

must oppose sending the tr eaty

to the

report

countless he arings and b ri e f i n g s
n eg ot i ator s

a newfound
the pact,
SALT

in

Ge neva.

t h i ng.
I

II was

ur ge d

If and

nov.• I

floor.

has b e_e_n a key concern of m i n e f or over

I've read every

t"-'O y e a rs.

But f or

for SALT.

spokesman

,

cover to cover,
and

My concern on v e ri f i c a t io n i s

that our

ver i f i able

attended

even visited the

L on g before the U.S.

Administrati�n chose

government

when i t

�as

signed

go slo� and· make sure

s en t

to do otherwise,

and U.S.S.R.

not

to the

and

Senate.

The

I regret th a t

..

dec i s ion ; "
Glenn ·indicated he �as now �enerally satisfied with
other provisions of the treaty, par ticu la rl y

since

13

understandin gs he sponsored were adopted by the Foreign
Relations
"

I

Committee.
don't buy the theory that we must take risks

order to placate the Russians,"
rarely works when

Glenn said.

dealing w i th th e

can

be veri£1ed.

in

"That approach

Sov 1 et U n i on.

it's possible to have a good treaty,
treaty that

:c

Soviet tests ,

that �e can reliably monitor

an eager

"This issue

u n l ess it's

I

believe

a workable treaty, a

Waiting until solid monitoring

'·

.•

SALT,

second ad.

capability is

in place won't h urt the peace process and

in
-·

fact v:i 11 st rength en it.

That capability_,

on a rel i able

b asis ,

the near future,

although details

may be

r ealized in
c l ass ified . "

remain highly
"1\l"len

that occurs,

to enter SALT

both

sides "'ould be in a position

III negot i at i ons in a

The American people,
talks

�.
.
.

for

because we �ould

�·auld support

instance,

know that

sp i rit of con fi d ence.

the teims of

SALT

SALT

II

Ill
were

b e ing me t . "
'
Glenn
de aling with

noted that one of t:he greatest-problems in
public discussion of verificat ion is the

classifi�d na t ure of
"Much. of v:hat
m a terial,

and

discuss.

Some

of

course�

1ssue

is

classified

tough to

in tell igent debate on
impossib l e .

verification

The issues go the very

intelligence network around the world and must,

be sec ret.

relations problem,
SALT 11

knov.' on this

the material is super-sensi tive."

thus has been almost

of

I

frankly that makes it mighty

"Gener a t ing an

heart of our

s pecific sources and methods.

Yet,

despite that major

1 think there is a

publi c

grow in g awareness that

is no panacea and that verification

is a serious

probl em ."
Glenn

noted that many of his Understandings

before

the Foreign Relations- Commit-ree sought -to c lose -- l -oopholes
and amb i guit i e s

i n the treaty.

'

•.

.

-more-

...

·

�

'

.

...

SALT,

third ad.

"1 v.·as de te r mined that we not
I

over

of

SALT

on

unilateral

all

the

int.erpreta tions
Glenn

ad ded

Soviets "'ere

going

the

treaty,

. "-

-that

"once

to exploit

t ime

feet

n·o t

th e
1
to

F orei g n Relations
vote for

monitor

it

...

the U.S.

realized that

loopho)e.s and
them

the

ambiguities

to account

in

for their

fire,

making

it.

difficult for

to enforce the treaty forcefully."
they

far tougher negotiators

can

only

i+e d e s ig ned to hold the

to the

"Once we rea 1 i zed
been

l ssues

..

·

Underst andings

Administration's
them this

treaty we relied heavily

Soviets had no intention of abiding by

we failed to call

My

actions.

that

statements t o resolve contentious

t o discover that
our

In

aga1n.

experience the mistakes

v.' e re

doing

this,

"'e should have

at SALT II," said= G lenn.

"I think

Committee h as made the treaty better,

if and

w hen

we

get

and

the technical ca pability

Sov{et compliance. "
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Jack Watson
The

attached was returned in

the President's outbox today
and is

forwarde d to you

for

appropriate handling ..
Rick

Hut cheson
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

JACK WATSON

SUBJECT:

Meeting wi

,

�.
Y. Brown,

Governor-elect

12:30 p.m.

of Ke

Oval Office

This is an off the record meeting to let John Y. Brown
know how we can help him assume the governorship in the

coming

about

months and throughout his term.

59% of the vote yesterday.

on economic development,

coal,

Brown won with

His campaign focused

and tobacco.

Dale Sights and Russ Morane suggest that you take a
substantive approach with John,

making it clear that,

in the next few crucial months of his early Administration,
you can help him a lot.
He has stated that he is closer
philosophically to you than to Kennedy,
not "understand" you.
He has

but that he does

not comitted to either you or Senator Kennedy.

The Senator was invited to do a fundraiser for him in
October.

Brown later reported to Sights

that the event

and the Senator's performance were not as successful as
had been expected.

··.
l

·\
.

.

. ·

.

L',

l

On the substantive side,

"
,. .;.

you should ask him how you can

help him with his priorities--coal,

marketing agriculuural

products, and economic development.
You can offer to have
·various members of the staff and Cabinet brief_him.
You
can tell him about your own experience with economic de

.�

velopment in Georgia,

as well as with

in which he seems to have an interest

Zero Based

Budgeting,

•

. •:

:On

the political side,

you should ask

You understand that he is

for his endorsement.

just getting into the

job,

and

you believe that your Administration can work well with
his, and hope that will be the case in the coming months
You hope that he will work with Dale Sights
and years.
to get our organization structured in Kentucky.
like to have Phyllis campaign for you,

You would

and would like to

You have heard from Dale Sights that
ask her to do so.
John's father has offered to help you in his role on the
State Council on Aging;
. it.

·

";
·

.

.

.

.·

.

you appreciate the offer and accept

Adivser Breakfast
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